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PID Problem/Issue/Suggestion Work Around Solution/Temporary Fix Status

001 Error with data Roll Process N/A Fixed

002 Error with data Roll Process N/A Fixed

003 Missing Component information on Add New Class 

button…When putting LEC as component type, gets an 

error that Prompt table's record definition is not found.

N/A Fixed

004 Faculty Names not appearing correclty in PICWEB N/A Fixed

005 Instructor EMPLID Lookup is not pulling all people assigned 

to a particular ORG ID

N/A Fixed

005a  Seeing duplicate names upon Lookup with same EmplID. N/A Fixed

006 Courses that were cancelled in Fall 08 schedule got rolled 

into Fall 09 schedule.

N/A Fixed

007 If you uncked a deleted class on the PICWEB page, the 

units Min and Max become editable again to any amount, 

even if it's not variable units…..this should remain display 

only if it's a non-variable units class or editable if it's 

variable unit. (after you save the page..the fields become 

display only again).

N/A Fixed

008 Generic Faculty IDs (Part Time, Full Time, Tenure Track) 

are in the Inst/Advisor table in PS, but do not appear in 

PICWEB. 

N/A Fixed

013 Proj Enrl FTEs should be display only, not updatable. N/A Fixed

014 Proj Enrl FTEs should be calculated based on the 

Component Units for the section, not the Max Units for the 

course.  This is leading to inflated FTES.

N/A Fixed

025 You cannot use the delete box from Basic Data and then 

Save to delete a class if the class has no instructor 

assigned.  You get an error that the ROLE field is required. 

To correct classes already on the schedule that have a 

blank Role field, simply change the Role to Primary 

Instructor for one class.

Press Save.

This should cause all of the other classes with blank Role 

fields to populate with Primary Instructor.

Fixed

019 Sign Language subject appears under Acad Org 688-

COMM.  Should appear under 280-MODL

N/A Fixed
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021 Unable to add a sections to certain courses.

Receiving a "Duplicate entry error…." error from PS.

Discovered that when the canceled classes were deleted 

from PICWEB, the notes did not get deleted, so there was 

an existing data conflict with adding a new class or new 

section where the section number  already existed in the 

notes table. Deleted the notes from PICWEB and I tested 

the Art 3150 example and the previous English 1000 and 

Nursing 3000 with success.

Fixed

009 Since the CLASS NBR will be "regenerated" after 

we roll back into PS, for the final phase, can we 

"hide" the class nbr column.  Also can we hide 

Course ID as it is not necessary for dept use.

N/A Fixed (except for Course ID)

010 Have Association Number field carry over from tab to tab, 

for ease of instructor and mtg pattern updates/changes

N/A

011 Users suggest it would be helpful if the column headers 

"follow" as they scroll down the page.

N/A

012 Users suggest it would be helpful if the min/max units on 

the zero units lab/act components be hidden.  Can we hide 

the lab units for components that are worth zero units?

N/A

015 Workload field calculation is not calculating on initial data 

input, or is not updating when the load factor is updated.  

Seems the value gets "stuck" on what it was previously or 

never calculates initially.

When adding a new class or row to the instructor tab, be 

sure to input the Load Factor of 100.00 and use the TAB 

key to move out of the field.

Save.

Workload field should calculate appropriately.  If you do not 

TAB out of field and "click" out instead the field becomes 

inactive and will not update.

016 If a single subject Acad Org (ex: 270-FA) had no class that 

rolled into PICWEB from the previous term, then users 

cannot use "Add New Class" button to add a class to the 

new term.  For example, 2094 FA 1000, when user goes to 

that org 270-FA, no classes appear and they cannot add 

one for that term. They get error "Please add valid Catalog 

Nbr before inserting new row," but fields are display only.

N/A
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018 Upon initial roll in to PICWEB, or when dept added a new 

meeting pattern row on the Meetings tab, an additional 

instructor row did not get added to the Instructors tab.  

Use the "Show All" button to see if there is a class that has 

been "deleted" from the Meetings Tab, which then would 

cause a delete from the Instructors Tab.

Uncheck the "delete" for the Meeting pattern that has the 

Instructor row attached to it.  

Save.

This will allow the Instructor row to be active.  Next, make 

sure you "delete" the bad Meeting pattern with no instructor 

attached to it.

Update the remaining Meeting Pattern and Instructor rows 

with the correct data.

020 When MUS classes use the the "+" to add a new section 

they cannot update/change the "Designation" field.  It is 

display only.  They need to be able to update this field with 

a particular requirement designation.

Do not put a Designation value for classes that have this 

issue. 

Use the appropriate "Note Nbr" on the Notes tab to indicate 

the Instrument needed for a class.

022 Users suggest it would be helpful if there was a way they 

could access the Combined Sect ID table in display mode 

only, so they could see what the other department has for 

their enrollment numbers etc.  And they can also see what 

other dept shares their unique Combined Section ID.

023 Create index on PS_NAMES to speed up instructor ID 

lookup on EMPLID field on Instructors Tab.
026 PICWEB  will not allow you to lookup or type in a value in 

the Meeting Pattern Code field in new rows.  You CAN 

lookup the value in existing rows.  

Add the new section to your schedule.

Save it with a blank meeting pattern.

Now, go back to the PAT column on the Meetings Tab and 

the values will be available when you lookup the meeting 

pattern.

027 Move "+" button to add a new row to the left side of the 

screen in between the row number and Course ID field

N/A

028 Review process behind Delete Checkbox on Basic Data tab 

to speed up processing time between deleting multiple 

classes.

Delete one class at a time.
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